The Permanent Mission of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia to the United Nations Office and other International Organizations at Geneva presents its compliments to the Secretariat of the Committee Against Torture (Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights) and with reference to the Mission’s note verbale No. 413/6/8/2206 of 11 April 2016 and Note verbale No. 413/6/8/2241 of 13 April 2016, concerning the Saudi Arabian delegation to the 57th Session of the Committee Against Torture, which will be held from 18 April to 13 May 2016, has the honour communicate the final list of the Saudi Arabian delegation along with the correct spellings of their names:

1. H.E. Dr. Nasser Rajeh AL SHAHRANI, Head of the Saudi Arabian delegation
2. H.E. Ambassador Faisal H. TRAD, Permanent Representative
3. H.E. Mr. Fahad AL RUWAILY
4. Mr. Abdulrahman Saleh AL MOGHIM
5. Mr. Ahmed Sultan SHAYR
6. Mr. Abdulaziz Saleh AL RAJHI
7. Mr. Zuhair Mohammed ALZOUUMAN
8. Mr. Fahad Mohammad ALOSAIMI
9. Dr. Mohammed Ali KHORAYEF
10. Mr. Nasser Alamleh ALONIZI
11. Mr. Saeed Faraj ALMARRI
12. Mr. Fahad Abdullah ALOTAIBI
13. Mr. Abdulmoheen Majed BIN KOTHAILA
14. Mr. Hisham Abdullah ALMDIMGEH
15. Mrs. Shadia Ali BAALI
16. Mr. Ahmed Hussein ALGHORRI
17. Mr. Niga Khaled ALOTAIBI
18. Mr. Zeid Ali ALDAKKAN
19. Mr. Ali Abdh ALALMAEY
20. Dr. Muneera Hamdan ALOSAIMI
21. Mr. Ashraf Abdulaheem MOULANA
22. Mr. Abdullah Fahad ALBESHER
23. Mr. Yousif Abdouadi ALMANSOURI
24. Mr. Adil Mohammed ALKHATHLAN
25. Mr. Abdullah Saud ALRASHED
26. Mr. Mohammed ALMUADI
27. Mr. Naif Molla ALOTAIBI
28. Mr. Fahad Saleh ALMESHARI
29. Mr. Khaled ALMANZLAWIY, Counselor, Permanent Mission
30. Ms. Sarah ALSHOURA, Attaché “
31. Mrs. Maram AL ALSHEIKH, Attaché “
32. Ms. Asma ALFARSY, Attaché “

In this regard, the Permanent Mission would highly appreciate issuance of badges for the above-mentioned delegates.

The Permanent Mission of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia avails itself of this opportunity to renew to the Secretariat of the Committee Against Torture the assurances of its highest consideration.
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